
Social media is an important component in telling friends and fellow Jews about the 
Global Goals; it makes communication personal but quick, and is an easy way to 
share your message with a wide community.  We’ve provided this toolkit with sample 
tweets and posts for your ease of use, but we encourage you to personalize your 
involvement in any way that speaks to you.  
In many cases, we’ve included specific goals as an example but we invite you to make 
edits to reflect your own voice and hopes. Which Goal will you champion? 
  
Thank you for Telling Everyone about the #globalgoals 
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Hashtags to use: #PrayerforEveryone  #globalgoals 

Suggested Posts (Twitter) 
 
I’m adding my #PrayerforEveryone to people of all faiths and around the globe for an 
end to poverty. #globalgoals 
 
I’m offering my #PrayerforEveryone to fight climate change because "the earth is 
the Lord's and the fullness thereof”   
 
As we begin this new year, let us commit to a world of justice and equality 
#PrayerforEveryone #globalgoals 
 
My #PrayerforEveryone is "Justice, justice shall you pursue" (Deuteronomy 16:20) 
#globalgoals 
 
People around the world are offering their #PrayerforEveryone by 2030. An end to 
hunger, poverty, inequality-what’s yours? #globalgoals 
 
Join me during Sukkot in offering a #PrayerforEveryone for an end to global hunger 
and malnutrition #globalgoals 
 
My #PrayerforEveryone is to “give justice to the weak and fatherless” Psalms 82:3 
#globalgoals 
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Suggested Posts (Facebook) 
 
My #PrayerForEveryone is an end to global hunger and extreme poverty by 2030 
Let us, as people of faith, leave a world that is better than we found it 
#PrayerforEveryone #globalgoals 
 
Practicing justice is fundamental to Jewish faith. “It hath been told thee, O man, what 
is good, And what the Lord doth require of thee: Only to do justly, love mercy And 
walk humbly with thy God.” (Micah 6:8) As the global community sets a course to end 
inequality by 2030, I’m offering my #PrayerforEveryone for a world with justice for 
all of the oppressed and marginalized among us. #globalgoals 
 
God has always encouraged his people to take care of the most vulnerable in society. 
The #global goals are the world’s plan to eliminate extreme poverty, fight inequality 
and injustice, and end climate change. If we join together and say a 
#PrayerForEveryone, we can make the world better for everyone. 
 
“For the needy shall not always be forgotten, not the hope of the poor perish 
forever” (Psalms 9:18). Today my #PrayerforEveryone is that the world leaders act 
with wisdom in serving our brothers and sisters in need around the world 
#globalgoals 



Download Judaism share-graphics for Twitter, Facebook and Instagram on the resource page, or 
get creative and make your own!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Here are some quotes you might like to use… 
 
The Jewish sages of old viewed poverty as a great affliction and said that “he who is 
crushed by poverty is as if he were subject to all the afflictions of the world” (Midrash 
Rabbah, Exodus 31:12). –Rabbi David Rosen 
 
We bring light into this world not as a source but as a prism – it comes through us. As 
electricity requires a conduit, so spirit moves through human beings to touch others 
in crucial moments. –Rabbi David Wolpe 

 
My God calls upon human beings to witness the pain of the afflicted, to agonize over 
the plight of the poor, to fight for the dignity of all human beings. –Rabbi Sharon Brous 
 
Someone else’s material needs are my spiritual responsibility. - Rabbi Israel Salanter 
 
Just as He is compassionate and gracious, so must you be compassionate and 
gracious. –Abba Shaul 

 
As a rabbi, I recognize that the Jewish community has an abiding obligation to fulfil 
our moral mandate to emulate the Godly qualities described in the Bible -- where God 
"saw our suffering and brought us out of Egypt with an outstretched arm."  
–Rabbi Julie Schonfeld 
 
This is not just an economic and political challenge. It is a religious one as well. The 
Hebrew Bible contains multiple provisions to ensure that no one would go hungry. The 
corners of the field, forgotten sheaves of grain, gleanings that drop from the hands of 
the gleaner, and small clusters of grapes left on the vine were to be given to the poor. 
–Chief Rabbi Lord Sacks 
 
By embracing our obligation to assist all people in need, regardless of race, religion 
or nationality, we have the capacity to ensure social justice for coming generations. 
–Rabbi Robert Barr 
 
And if you need even more to share on social media about the Goals check out: 
http://www.globalgoals.org/tell-everyone/ 
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